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Airlines:: Estimatiions for 20
012
On June 11,
1 2012, Thee Internation
nal Air Transsport
Associatio
on (IATA) reeleased its revised indu
ustry
outlook for
f 2012. According
A
to
o it, the Global
industry profits
p
are exxpected to reeach three billion
US dollars, unchangeed from thee last updatte in
evertheless, some positiive facts, succh as
March. Ne
the fall of
o oil pricees, stronger than expe
ected
growth in passenger traffic
t
and a standstill of the
m
are leeaving room
m for a possitive
freight market
pred
diction in th
he future. On the other hand the continued
c
Eu
uropean eco
onomic crisiss still
creaates concern
ns about thee future outlook of the airline industry. It will be importan
nt to
notice that this will be the second year of declinin
ng returns since airline p
profits peake
ed in
2010
0 at 15.8 billion US dollaars with a neet profit marrgin of 2.9%. In 2011, thee industry prrofits
fell to $7.9 billio
on for a 1.3
3% net profitt margin. Th
his year’s projected $3.0
0 billion indu
ustry
proffit would yield a net proffit margin of 0.5%.
Sign
nificant differentiations have been observed
o
be
etween diffeerent regionss, in comparison
with
h the previous forecast IATA releaseed in March
h. There are two region
ns, namely North
N
Ameerican and Laatin Americaan the carriers of which are
a expected
d to see improved prosp
pects,
whille European,, Asia‐Pacificc and Middlee Eastern carrriers’ prospeects have beeen downgraaded.
It is estimated that
t
loses of the European carriers are
a expected
d to be around 1.1 billion US
most twice th
he previouslyy forecast off 600 million. The outlook for
dollaars a numbeer that is alm
Africcan carriers remains unchanged.
Regio
onal Estimation
ns of Airlines profitability at Billion
B
US Dolla
ars

Region
Nortth America
Asiaa Pacific
Middle East
Euro
ope
Latin
n America
Africca

June Estimations
1.4
2.0
0.4
‐1.1
0.4
‐0.1

March Estim
M
mations
0
0,9
2
2.3
0
0.5
‐
‐0.6
0
0.1
‐
‐0.1

The International
I
A Transport Asssociation (IATA
Air
A)

As it
i is mentio
oned the No
orth American carriers are expecteed to post a profit. Th
his is
estim
mated to 1.4
4 billion US dollars
d
slightlly ameliorate
ed from the March $0.9 billion projecction
and a slight imp
provement on
o the 1.3 billion profitaability region
n’s carriers h
had in 2011.. The
n reason beehind this is the tight capacity
c
man
nagement. North
N
Ameriican airlines saw
main
international deemand expan
nd by 1.6% in April 201
12 compared
d to the sam
me month off the
prevvious year. Additionally,
North Amerrican airliners cut capacitty by almostt 1.5% a fact that
A
allow
wed the region’s carrierss to post a very
v
strong load factors at 80.8%. Th
heir counterp
parts
in Latin
L
Americcan are exp
pected to post
p
profits of $0.4 billion. This is a $0.3 billion
improvement co
ompared with the March
h projections.
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Asiaa Pacific is the second region expected to
proffitability. Acttually, Asia‐Pacific carriers are expected to
makke the largeest contribu
ution to ind
dustry profiits ($2.0
billio
on), despitee the fact that the esstimation has been
dow
wngraded byy 0.3 billion from thee previous outlook.
Nevertheless, exxpected proffitability is leess than half the 4.9
on US dollarss profit that the region delivered
d
in 2011.
2
billio
Expeected profitts of the Middle East carriers are
a
also
dow
wngraded. Ju
une estimatio
ons predict profits of 0.4 billion
US dollars,
d
down from the March
M
projeection of $0.5 billion.
Thiss is a significant drop compared
c
w
with
2011, when
w
the
region’s carrierss returned a profit of $1.0
0 billion.
Amid the Europ
pean econom
mic crisis th
he carriers of
o the region are expeccted to postt the
indu
ustry’s largesst aggregatee losses of 1.1 billion USS dollars. Thiis is a 0.5 biillion downggrade
from
m the March forecast.
The outlook of the
t African region
r
remaiins unchange
ed. Expected
d losses are estimated to
o 0.1
billio
on USA dollaars as it wass in the Marrch outlook. This is a do
owngrade on
n the break‐even
perfformance in 2011.
Kyyriazis Vasileiios,
Epicos Neewsletter He
ead Editor
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Airbuss: Orders and
a Deliveries for 2012
2
May was a rather “busy”
month fo
or Airbus. With
W
the net orders mad
de during M
May,
overall orders for all Airbus aircrraft types du
uring
the first five monthss in 2012 to
otaled (132). The
number for
f the sam
me period lasst year was (97)
representting a signifficant increaase. Addition
nally,
with the deliveries
d
made during M
May Airbus made
m
a combined total of
o (228) deeliveries to (63)
custtomers sincee the beginning of the yeear. The corresponding number for the same pe
eriod
of the previous year was (2
217). Finally,, at the end
d of the mon
nth, Airbus b
backlog stoo
od at
(4,341) aircraft, composed of
o (3,293) A3
320 Family jetliners; (87
70) from the A330, A340
0 and
A350 XWB product lines; alo
ong with (178
8) A380s.
With
h the (37) new
n
bookinggs, the aircraft of the A320
A
family was the mo
ost active off the
com
mpany this month.
m
Addittionally, Airb
bus provided
d (34) aircrafft to custom
mers raising total
delivveries beyon
nd the (5,100
0) milestone..
Additionally, Airrbus registereed in its ordeer book the acquisition of
o (36) A320n
neo aircraft from
the company Air Lease Corp
poration following up a
mem
morandum of
o understanding announ
nced at last
yearr’s Paris Airr Show. Witth this ordeer, the US
leasing companyy total orderrs increased to
t (100).
Amo
ong the delivveries made in May weree (3) A380s
‐ inccluding the first
f
for Malaaysia Airliness. With this
delivvery, Malayysia Airliness became the
t
eighth
airline worldwid
de ‐ and fiffth in the Asia‐Pacific
A
region ‐ to intro
oduce the do
ouble‐deck aircraft
a
into
its flleet. The airccraft will be used for opeerations from
m Kuala Lump
pur to Londo
on.
In another
a
notaable deliveryy activity for May, (6) A320s
A
were provided to
o China Eastern.
th
Additionally, Airr Asia added
d the (100 ) A320 to itss inventory. Air Asia currrently has (375)
(
A320s on order, including Aiirbus’ A320neo (new enggine option) version.
v
Currrently the worldwide
w
Airbus orders totals (1161
11) whereass there are ((6780) aircraaft in
operation.
A300
0/ A310
Totaal Orders
816
Totaal Deliveries
816
Airccraft in Operaation 492

Single Aisle
84
418
51
125
49
979

A330/ A340
0/ A350/
2124
1254
1234

A3
380
25
53
75
5
75
5

Total
11611
1
7270
6780

Kyyriazis Vasileiios,
Epicos Neewsletter He
ead Editor
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E
Epicos
“Industrial Cooperatio
C
on and Off
ffset Projeects”
Epiccos “Industrial Cooperatiion and Offsset Projects” provides a unique
set of online tools en
nabling the structure, identificattion and
implementation of compreh
hensive Offssets program
ms, through a searchablee database.
By in
ntroducing different
d
offsset projects and ideas prroposed by local A&D industry it enssures
the optimum co
ost for Primee Contractorrs and reassures that th
he priorities of local indu
ustry
are fully
f
met…
For Further Information Presss Here
Cable harnessin
ng for militarry, aeronautiical and spacce applicatio
ons

A com
mpany with long standin
ng experiencce in the field of
cablin
ng for industrial and communicat
c
es is
ion purpose
willingg to expand the activitiees in the fieeld of speciaalized
cablin
ng for militarry and aerosp
pace applications.

For Further Information Con
ntact our ICO
O Department
Mail at: g‐menexxis@epicos.ccom

Desiign and deve
elopment off advanced Medium‐Alti
M
tude, Long‐EEndurance (M
MALE) UAV
systtems for scie
entific applications usingg composite material tecchnology

A company with extensive experience
e
in providing state
s
of the
t art tech
hnological seervices and products forr the
aerronautical se
ector is proposing, in tthe frame of
o an
offsset program, the collabo
oration with an Aerospace &
Deffense company or tech
hnological institute forr the
dessign, development and manufacturing of advanced
Meedium Altitude Long Endurance (MALE) Unman
nned
Aerrial Vehicles (UAV) systems using com
mposite matterial
tech
hnology and which will bee used for sccientific applications.

For Further Information Con
ntact our ICO
O Department
Mail at: g‐menexxis@epicos.ccom
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Epico
os‐ Amazo
on
Han
ndbook of Un
nmanned Ae
erial Vehicless, by Kimon P. Valavaniss, George J. V
Vachtsevano
os

The main goal of this reference work
w
is to bee a compreh
hensive reso
ource
for the accademic and research co
ommunities, industry, an
nd governme
ental
organizations that use Unmann
ned Aerial Vehicles
V
(UA
AVs) in a wide
ons. The Han
ndbook coveers all aspectts of UAVs, from
f
spectrum of applicatio
design to users. Thee Handbook is arranged
d in a userr‐friendly format
nto easily acccessible subject‐specific parts. Eacch part contains
divided in
thematic chapters wrritten by inte
ernationally renowned aauthors who
o are
elds. It contaains materiaal that addre
esses
authorities in their reespective fie
w how' of all of the abo
ove sectors targeting a very
the needss and 'know
diveerse audiencee.

Airccraft Design a Conceptuaal Approach, by Daniel P. Raymer

This textb
book presentts the entire
e process of aircraft con
nceptual dessign ‐
from req
quirements definition to
t initial siizing, configguration layyout,
analysis, sizing,
s
optim
mization, and
d trade studies. Widely used in indu
ustry
and government aircraft design groups, "Aircraft Design: A Concep
ptual
a major univversities around the worrld. A
Approach"" is also the design text at
virtual enccyclopedia of
o engineering, it is know
wn for its com
mpleteness, easy‐
e
to‐read styyle, and real‐world appro
oach to the process
p
of deesign.
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Epicos Neewsroom
AirA
Asia head sett to move to
o new Indone
esia centre
Budget carrier AirAsia
A
is settting up a sttrategic plan
nning centre in Indonesia, away from
m its
Malaysian headq
quarters, witth head Tony Fernandess expected to
o expand reggional operattions
from
m there.
nandes, chieff executive officer
o
of AirA
Asia and currrently head of its Malaysia operation
ns, is
Fern
expeected to movve to the cen
ntre in Jakartta, a spokesm
man confirmed Wednesd
day.
"Shifting AirAsiaa's emphasis to a regionaal strategy iss, we believee, not just go
ood businesss, but
also a move thaat will keep us
u ahead of the
t inevitable competition that is heeading our way,"
w
Fern
nandes said in
i a statement.
The carrier will name
n
Fernan
ndes' replaceement for its Malaysia operations
o
neext Monday.. The
grou
up headquarrters will rem
main in Malayysia, officialss confirmed.
Asiaa's largest budget airline has boomed
d from a decaade ago, wheen it only had two aircrafft.
But even now it still has onlyy 18 planes in Indonesia ‐‐ which has a population of 240 milllion ‐
‐ com
mpared to 24 in Thailand
d and 58 in Malaysia,
M
the
e firm said in the statemeent.
The Jakarta basse will also help it lobb
by the 10‐m
member Asso
ociation of SSouth East Asian
A
Natiions, whose secretariat iss in the Indo
onesian capittal, it added.
AirA
Asia Indonesiia is planning to list on the
t Jakarta Stock
S
Exchan
nge by the eend of 2012,, and
Fern
nandes said the compan
ny was lookking to form five more joint
j
venturres with regional
airlines over thee next two yeears.
Wheen he took over
o
the then
n ailing carrieer a decade ago it had tw
wo Boeing 73
37s, six dom
mestic
routtes and a staff of 250 Maalaysian natio
onals.
The group now includes six airlines ‐‐ AirAsia
A
Malayysia, AirAsia Thailand, A
AirAsia Indon
nesia,
Philiippines' AirA
Asia, AirAsia Japan and AirAsia
A
X ‐‐ serving 80 destinations,
d
, more than 100
Airb
bus A320s and around 10
0,000 internaational staff.
Source: 2012 AFFP, Agence Frrance‐Pressee (AFP)

Air industry
i
heaad asks EU to
o postpone carbon
c
tax
The head of airline industryy group IATA on Tuesdayy urged the European
E
Un
nion to postp
pone
its controversial
c
l carbon taxx scheme, am
mid warnings it could sp
park a trade war that would
w
penalise Europe.
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The scheme ‐‐ under which airlines flying to, from or in the EU must pay a tax if they exceed
their carbon allowance ‐‐ has caused a major outcry among carriers, which say they are
already struggling due to global economic woes.
Already, EU authorities have had to push back a deadline for airlines to comply to mid‐June
after Chinese and Indian carriers refused to cooperate with the scheme, which came into
effect on January 1.
"The European Commission have said all the time 'we cannot amend our scheme'... but as
soon as the Indian and Chinese carriers didn't comply they gave them more time," said Tony
Tyler, head of the International Air Transport Association.
"There is obviously some flexibility. So why don't they postpone the whole thing? Make the
deadlines flexible," he told reporters at IATA's annual general meeting.
In February, China's aviation watchdog forbade Chinese airlines from participating in the so‐
called Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS).
"The scheme will result in growing costs for air carriers and these costs will be transferred to
passengers," Wang Changshun, chairman of the Chinese state‐owned carrier, said at the
annual meeting.
The ETS tax will cost China's aviation industry 790 million yuan ($124 million) this year and
an estimated 3.7 billion yuan by 2020, he added.
IATA officials have warned the scheme could trigger a trade war, with governments and
airlines refusing to buy European planes and aviation equipment or to give overflight
permission to European carriers in retaliation.
"No airline ‐‐ European or otherwise ‐‐ should be a target for retaliation because European
governments are acting extra‐territorially," Tyler said in his opening remarks on Monday.
Brian Steele, IATA's director of aviation environment, told reporters IATA was working with
the UN's International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) to create a multilateral solution.
The proposed solution ‐‐ which both bodies hope will persuade Europe to step back from the
ETS ‐‐ is expected to be finalised by the end of 2012.
Source: 2012 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)

Australia Kicks Off Submarine Replacement
CANBERRA (UPI) ‐‐ Australia's largest defense project got under way with the first meeting of
government and industry leaders who will look at skills needed for the 30‐year submarine
project.
The Expert Panel of the Future Submarine Industry Skills Plan has begun consultations with
defense manufacturers and educational institutions to identify the country's skills base
within the ship construction supply chain as a prelude to tendering and production.
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On the Expert Panel are senior executives from Australia's main shipbuilders ASC, Austal,
BAE Systems and Forgacs Engineering as well as chief executive officers of major naval
systems integration companies ‐‐ Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, Boeing, Thales, Saab Systems
and BAE Systems.
Also on the panel are representatives from unions and the government's Department of
Industry, Innovation, Science, Research and Tertiary Education.
Last month the government set aside $214 million for initial studies to determine the
country's submarine building capability to construct the 12 ships, none of them to be
nuclear. The government is also looking at land‐based test facilities.
"The Future Submarine Project is the biggest and most complex defense project Australia
has ever embarked upon," Minister for Defense Materiel Jason Clare said.
"Hundreds of companies and thousands of workers will be required to support the
construction of Australia's future submarines. The Industry Skills Plan will establish a road
map to build and sustain the skills required to successfully deliver Australia's Future
Submarine capability," he said.
The panel's terms of reference means it will be looking at systems design, naval architecture,
propulsion and combat system engineering, production engineering, project planning and
control, production scheduling, material procurement, risk management, budget control and
financial accounting.
Also investigated will be Australia's supply of hard manufacturing and trade skills such as
welders, boilermakers and electricians.
The government is considering the purchase of off‐the‐shelf ships from French builder DCNS,
designer of the Scorpion, HD of Germany which builds the Type 212 and Type 214
submarines and from Nirvana in Spain, designer of the S‐80 submarine.
In December the Department of Defense issued requests for information to DCNS, HD and
Nirvana. It also signed a deal with Babcock for a study into a land‐based propulsion test site,
a report by Defense.com news Web site said.
But the government, in an effort to keep its six Collins class submarines updated until the
new boats arrive, is talking with Swedish ship designer and builder Kockums to study
obsolescence issues that may arise.
The Collins class submarines were built in the 1990 and 2000s and decommissioning will
start likely by 2025.
Australia first set out its submarine replacement strategy in the 2009 White Paper Defending
Australia in the Asia Pacific Century: Force 2030.
The fleet is being enlarged because of concerns over increases in the naval forces of
Australia's Southeast Asian neighbors, in particular China which is in the process of
introducing its first aircraft carrier.
Source: 2012 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)
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China says to build 70 new airports by 2015
China will build 70 new airports within the next three years, the head of the country's
aviation watchdog said Monday, as part of ambitious expansion plans in the industry despite
an economic slowdown.
Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC) chief Li Jiaxiang also reiterated pledges that
carriers would buy on average more than 300 planes a year from 2011 to 2015 ‐‐ the
country's current five‐year economic plan.
"China plans to build 70 new airports in the next few years and to expand 100 existing
airports," he told delegates in Beijing at the annual general meeting of global airline industry
group IATA.
He added that the number of airports would reach more than 230 by the end of 2015, and
that Chinese carriers would operate around 4,700 planes by then. The aggressive expansion
comes after IATA head Tony Tyler warned that global airline profits would more than halve
this year on the back of surging oil prices and the eurozone crisis.
The airline industry in the Asia‐Pacific region is expected to turn in a $2 billion profit in 2012,
according to IATA figures released on the sidelines of the AGM, but this still represents less
than half of the region's 2011 profit.
The group did not provide specific projections for the China market ‐‐ which has so far
experienced booming growth due to rising demand for air travel as increasingly affluent
Chinese people travel more frequently.
But it said part of the reason behind the projected drop in profits in Asia‐Pacific was a
slowdown in the Indian and Chinese economies.
Growth in China, the world's second largest economy, slowed to 8.1 percent in the first
quarter of 2012 ‐‐ its slowest pace in nearly three years.
But Ma Kai, a state councillor in charge of economic development, said at the AGM that
China's aviation market had the "biggest growth potential" in the world.
"Ever since 2005, the industry has realised an annual growth rate of 17.5 percent," he said.
"We have contributed to the current development of growth in the global civil aviation
industry and will continue to do so for the time to come."
Li added that by the end of 2011, China had 2,888 commercial planes in operation and its
aviation industry employed 1.2 million people.
Source: 2012 AFP, Agence France‐Presse (AFP)
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DCNS and Pipavav team up to address India’s naval needs
DCNS and Pipavav have decided to establish a strategic partnership for bringing DCNS
technologies, methods and skills into Pipavav, India’s first and largest integrated defence
company. The focus of the teaming is to build the highest state of the art strategic assets
including modern warships for the Indian Navy and Coast Guard.
Speaking on the partnership, Patrick Boissier, DCNS Chairman and CEO stated: “Through the
P75 Scorpene submarines, the on‐going indigenization programme and DCNS India, we are
working to enlarge our footprint in India. This strategic partnership with Pipavav again
demonstrates DCNS’ confidence in the growing capabilities and long term development of
the Indian Defence industries”.
Nikhil Gandhi, Pipavav Chairman declared “DCNS is well known for its high tech and very
efficient platforms such as Scorpene submarines, Mistral‐Class LPDs, FREMM frigates and
innovative Gowind vessels (Corvettes and Offshore Patrol Vessels) among others. DCNS and
Pipavav are to provide India with advanced expertise on naval ships. The synergies between
India’s largest integrated shipyard and the proficiency of the largest European naval defence
company will allow cost effective and timely manufacturing of high class vessels for the
benefit of all Customers”.
Pierre Legros, DCNS Head of the Surface Ships division concluded “DCNS’s pledge is to
become a key technology and Know‐How Provider (KHP) to Pipavav. Our objective is to
propose modern manufacturing processes together with state of the art platforms. DCNS is
committed to transfer the technologies needed to support India’s National security needs”.
The partnership is expected to boost India’s drive for self‐reliance in the field of defence
manufacturing and to create a large number of local jobs. It will further strengthen the solid
Indo‐French strategic relationship in the defence sector.
About Pipavav
Pipavav Defence & Offshore Engineering Company Limited (“Pipavav”) is a leading company
in the Indian Defence Sector. It is involved in the business of naval shipbuilding, repair & dry‐
docking and has the capability to build all types of assets required by the Indian Navy and
the Indian Coast Guard. Pipavav is expanding its footprint in the Defence Weapon Systems
manufacturing field with regard to Land & Air Based Weapon Systems and Sub‐systems.
Pipavav has pioneered public‐private partnership in the Indian naval sector. The company
was recently chosen by Defence PSU Mazagon Dock Limited to form a Joint Venture to build
warships for the Indian Navy. Pipavav is ISO certified and has achieved the following
standards ‐ ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007. The yard’s
achievements include construction of 74,500 dwt Panamax Dry Bulk Carriers, which are the
largest dry bulk carriers of their class ever built in India.
About DCNS
DCNS is a world leader in naval defence and an innovative player in energy. The Group's
success as an advanced technology company with global reach is built on meeting customer
needs by deploying exceptional know‐how and unique industrial resources. DCNS designs,
builds and supports surface combatants, submarines and mission‐critical systems and
equipment incorporating the most advanced technologies. It also proposes services for naval
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shipyards and bases. Last but not least, DCNS offers a range of solutions in civil nuclear
engineering and marine renewable energy. DCNS is committed to sustainable development
and was one of the first defence contractors to achieve Group‐wide certification to ISO
14001. In recognition of the success achieved by its Filieres du Talent knowledge sharing
programme, DCNS was awarded the Trophee National de l'Entreprise Citoyenne (national
award for corporate citizenship) under the patronage of the French Senate. The Group
employs 12,800 people and generates annual revenues of around €2.6 billion.
www.dcnsgroup.com
Press contacts
DCNS ‐ Damien Bonnet
+65 9021 0774 ; +65 9452 4007
dbonnet@dcns‐fe.com
Pipavav ‐ Jigar Shah
+91 22 6619 9000
jigar.shah@pipavavshipyard.com
Source: DCNS, Epicos
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